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INSTITUTE VISION AND MISSION

VISION

We will be a Top Notch Educational Institution that Provides best of breed 

Educational Services by leveraging technology and delivered by best in class 

People in line with the Globalized world.

MISSION

To empower the Students with Technical & Managerial Skills, professional 

ethics & values, and an appreciation of Human Creativity & Innovation for an 

inquisitive mind.

DEPARTMENT VISION AND MISSION

VISION:

To have the ability to anticipate and effectively respond to changes in the 

field of Mechanical Engineering, to be perceived as being one of the best 

department known for its dedicated services for students satisfaction and to 

provide world class training to students for better society.

MISSION:

To become a centre of excellence of International standards, to educate 

Mechanical Engineering graduate to stay competitive at the cutting edge of 

technology with strong ethics and instill learning for achievements to benefit 

mankind.



Programme Educational Objectives (PEOs)

1. To make graduates self sustained by exploring to engineering 
     problems with innovative ideas to tackle real-time issues.
2 To make graduates aware of the significance of competence in 

core engineering concepts, to adopt good ethical and leadership 
qualities.

3. To inculcate the graduates to pursue lifelong learning processes.

Programme Outcomes(POs)
a. The graduates will demonstrate the knowledge of Mathematics, Basic 

Sciences and Engineering.
b. The graduates will develop an ability to identify, formulate and solve 

engineering problems.
c. The graduates will be able to design, conduct experiments, analyze 

and interpret the data.
d. The graduates will exhibit skills to use modern engineering tools, 

software, and equipment to address the technical problems.
e. The graduates will show the understanding of the engineering 

solutions on the society and will be aware of contemporary issues.
f. The graduates will exhibit the knowledge of professional and ethical 

responsibilities.
g. The graduates will be able to communicate effectively both in verbal 

and written form.
h. The graduates will gain confidence for self improvement and lifelong 

learning.
i. The graduates will develop an instinct to investigate complex technical 

tasks.
j. The graduate is exposed to pros and cons of advanced technology 

towards environment and sustainability.
k. The graduate is capable of working both individually and as well in a 

team.
l. The graduates will acquire managerial skill to address economy and 

projects.



V Semester course outcomes contribute to the POs

Course Title & 
Course Code

Course Outcomes

Mapping of 
Course 

outcomes 
with 

Programme 
outcomes

Management 
&Entrepreneurship
10AL51

At the End of the Course the Students will be able to:
 Define the basic concepts of management & its principle 

functions.
 Incorporate organizing & staffing for directing & controlling 

techniques.
 Apply the concepts of management & entrepreneurship for 

the development of small scale industries.
 Plan the preparation of project for the development of small 

scale industries. 

e, f , h k, l,

Design of Machine 
Elements – I
10ME52

At the End of the Course the Students will be able to:
 Apply the design standards and codes.
 Analyze the stresses induced in the various components 

having different cross-section based on the type of load and 
their direction.

 Solve the problems using factor of safety and design the 
different components.

 Apply the various theories of failure on the machine elements 
and determine on what conditions the element fails or do not 
fails.

 Demonstrate the Economic Engineering solutions related to 
the design problems encountered.

a,b,c,d,i

Dynamics of 
Machinery
10ME53

At the End of the Course the Students will be able to:
 Solve the mechanism for the equilibrium of static forces and 

couples.
 Apply the principle of virtual work to evaluate the static forces 

and couples on the mechanism.
 Determine the size of the fly wheel based on energy 

fluctuations.
 Implement the laws of friction on belt drives and determine 

the size and power transmitted by the belt.
 Apply the balancing principles for rotating masses.
 Predict the unbalanced primary and secondary forces and 

couples.
 Apply the gyroscopic principles to real life problems.
 Solve problems on tangent and circular arc cams.

a,b,d,i

Energy 
Engineering.
10ME54

At the End of the Course the Students will be able to:
 Improve communication skills with presentations on Tidal, 

wind and Biomass
 Energy.
 Describe the working principal of high pressure boilers.
 Solve the problems on hydrology and plot hydrograph, mass 

curve.
 Analyze the importance of non-conventional energy.
 Apply their knowledge to carry projects at power stations.

a,d,e, j



Turbo Machines
10ME55

At the End of the Course the Students will be able to:
 Explain the different types of Turbo machines with examples.
 Distinguish between power generating and power absorbing.
 Analyze the Turbo machine such as degree of reaction, 

utilization factor, blade efficiency etc. for both power 
generating and power absorbing Turbo machines.

 Select the velocity diagram based on the requirement.
 Evaluate the solutions using velocity diagrams such as blade 

efficiency, blade angles etc.
 Identify the most suitable turbine to generate the power.

a,b, d,i

Engineering. 
Economics
10ME56

At the End of the Course the Students will be able to:
 Demonstrate the basic principles of economics.
 Develop an ability to make decisions pertaining to engineering 

problems the involve monetary aspects.
 Solve engineering economics problems.
 Develop cost estimates of various engineering components.
 Create financial statements, balance sheets, and profit and 

loss account for a firm.
 Analyze various financial ratios such as liquidity, leverage, 

activity and profitability ratios.
 Develop the budget for a department of a firm.

a,f,l

Fluid Mechanics & 
Machinery Lab
10ME57

At the End of the Course the Students will be able to:
 Implement Darcy- Equation to find the pipe loss.
 Apply Continuity equation to calculate velocity / discharge of 

water flowing through a pipe.
 Implement Bernoulli’s equation to derive theoretical 

discharge.
 Determine co-efficient of discharge by using various flow 

measuring devices
 Like orifice plate meter, Nozzle, venturimeter, V-Notch.
 Demonstrate the performance of Hydraulic Turbines.
 Draw the main characteristic curves of the Hydraulic Turbine.
 Differentiate between Turbo machine (centrifugal pump / air 

blower) and positive displacement machine (reciprocating 
pump).

 Demonstrate the performance of centrifugal pumps.

a, b,c,d,i

Energy Conversion 
Engineering. Lab
10ME58

At the End of the Course the Students will be able to:
 Determine flash and fire point of given lubricating oil
 Determine the Calorific value of solid, Liquid and gaseous fuel.
 Determine the Viscosity of a lubricating oil
 Draw Valve Timing diagram and Port Timing diagram
 Calculate the area of Regular and Irregular surface using
 Conduct Performance test of an IC Engines like 4-Stroke 

diesel engine, 4-Stroke petrol Engine, 2-Stroke petrol engine, 
Variable compression Ratio IC engine.

 Conduct load test on 2-s petrol Engine
 Conduct Morse Test on Multi cylinder petrol Engine
 Determine the Viscosity of a lubricating oil Blended with diesel
 Conduct Emission Test on single cylinder 4-S petrol engine
 Conduct Emission Test on 4 cylinder 4-S petrol engine
 Draw the valve Timing diagram of 4-S Multi cylinder petrol 

Engine

a,c,d,e, j


